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Life after Rugby: Issues of Being an ‘Ex’ in Fiji Rugby
Yoko Kanemasua* and Gyozo Molnarb
aSchool of Social Sciences, Faculty of Arts, Law and Education, University of the South Pacific, Fiji;
bInstitute of Sport & Exercise Science, University of Worcester, England, UK
Rugby has given Fiji international recognition and reputation. Not only is rugby a
source of national pride but it has also become a valuable export, with an estimated 500
Fijian players currently in foreign leagues in, for instance, New Zealand, Australia,
France, England and Japan. The economic and sociocultural gains from rugby
migration are often considerable, and consequently, many players in Fiji aspire to
secure foreign club contracts as their personal and professional goal. However, little is
known about the realities and challenges of the players’ lives after their active playing
career, the burden of which falls largely upon informal, community-/family-based
support networks. Such informal structures are increasingly under strain especially in
urban areas and, faced with a lack of formal structural support mechanisms, many
retired athletes experience a number of socio-economic and emotional problems. Some
negotiate their post-rugby life successfully, while many struggle with becoming and
being an ‘ex’. Based on semi-structured interviews, the present paper explores these
athletes’ experiences of ‘life after rugby’ and illuminates the local and international
neoliberal power dynamics that intersects Fiji rugby.
Keywords: rugby; Fiji; post-athletic career; neoliberalism; informal social protection
Athletic career termination and its processes, causes and consequences have been widely
discussed in the existing literature.1 For the last three decades or so, ‘the sport science
community has demonstrated a growing interest in conceptualising the sports career
termination process’.2 Thus, there have been a range of reasons identified as to why an
athlete might drop out of sport or his/her career might be terminated. These reasons are
gender, age group and level of involvement dependent but could include both normative
and non-normative events,3 such as lack of social support, autocratic coaching style4,
deselection, injury and ageing.5 The potential consequences of leaving sport have also
been explored, including economic difficulties, loss of self-esteem, marital breakdown and
substance abuse.6 Moreover, the process of overcoming and dealing with transitions in
(post-sport) life has been widely scrutinised.7
Scholarly attention, however, has chiefly been focused on the troubles of agency in
out-of-sport-transition regarding Western student-athletes8 and elite athletes.9 Butt and
Molnar observed that there is little academic attention given to the structural reasons
behind athletic career termination.10 In addition, although there is an expanding body of
literature investigating the power imbalances in international athletic labour trade through
which many foreign athletes are recruited and when ‘used up’ their career terminated,11 so
far there has been limited concern given to personal troubles and structural issues of non-
Western returnee ex-athletes in their country of origin. In other words, even though
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previous studies have extensively explored pre-migratory12 and in-migration13 issues, we
know little about the career termination experiences of non-Western migrant players who
plied their trade in Western leagues and subsequently retired to their homeland. Nor do we
know much about non-Western athletes who entered into the feeder system of professional
sport, but failed or had their sporting career prematurely terminated.
Accordingly, while the struggles of ‘disposable heroes’ of the Western sporting world
have been highlighted, little academic attention has been paid to the realities of ex-rugby
players in developing societies. This is particularly evident by the absence of research in
Fiji and other Pacific island rugby-playing nations (such as Samoa and Tonga), commonly
associated with ‘utopian myths’ and ‘romantic visions of palms and beaches, an apparently
easy life and a pleasant climate – a place where poverty does not quite exist’.14
Consequently, in this paper, we aim to unpack the romanticised image of Fiji and explore
specific aspects of this scientific lacuna by introducing some of the key personal and
structural issues of becoming and being an ex-rugby player in Fiji. Our main aim is to
contribute to our understanding of the realities of ‘life after rugby’ in Fiji. We believe that
scholarly inquiry into this area is urgently required for two reasons: the apparent gap in the
literature and the far-reaching sociocultural/socio-economic and personal challenges
returnee athletes tend to face in the context of developing countries such as Fiji.
Rugby in Fiji
Fiji has one of the highest player–population ratios among the rugby union playing
nations,15 with nearly 50% of the indigenous male population reportedly playing the
sport.16 The national rugby sevens side is among the most successful in the world, having
won the prestigious Hong Kong Sevens tournament 14 times and the International Rugby
Board (IRB) Sevens World Cup twice. Such prominence is widely associated by the local
populations with a sense of national pride and aspirations.17 For indigenous Fijians, the
sport also has multifaceted cultural significance; it has over the years become intertwined
with the indigenous way of life and tradition, and today represents unique, indigenised
meanings and values.18
Since the professionalisation of the game, Fiji’s elite players have been in high demand
among professional metropolitan clubs, making them a valuable labour export and a
source of remittances (i.e. money sent home by emigrants). Existing statistics suggest that
up to 500 Fijian players are currently professionally contracted in foreign leagues,19 their
collective remittances amounting to £6.54 million (F$18.54 million) in 200620 –
approximately 11% of the total workers’ remittances in that year. Consequently, the
‘rugby dream’ of ‘leaving Fiji to play in the professional rugby competitions’21 attracts
countless Fijian men. Given its elevated social status and the global success of Fijian
players, rugby has developed into a prominent career option for Fijian men.
In contrast to such sociocultural prominence and glamour-laden social perception of
Fiji rugby, little is known about the realities and challenges of the athletes’ lives after their
active playing career: there is virtually a complete absence of public discourse, relevant
academic literature or official documentation. The common image of (especially
prominent) rugby players in the popular mind is one of high social status, physical prowess
and mastery of athletic skills, which perhaps diverts attention away from their retirement.
However, the realities of ‘life after rugby’ in a developing country can be rife with
challenges and difficulties. Fiji is an island nation historically dependent on tourism, sugar
production (detrimentally affected by currently phased-out preferential trade with the
European Union) and remittances from emigrants and seasonal/contracted workers.22 The
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economy has struggled due to long periods of political instability (four coups d’e´tat since
1987), weak exports and geopolitical marginalisation. The country’s Human Development
Index has declined dramatically over the years and was 96th (out of 187 countries) in
2012.23 Forty-two per cent of Fiji’s labour force, struggling to secure formal employment,
works in the informal sector (predominantly home-based activities, e.g. carpentry, bakery,
hair dressing, binding and printing, tailoring and mechanical works24). As much as 35% of
the population (40% in rural areas) is estimated to live in poverty.25 In short, Fiji is on the
global ‘periphery’ and has taken a decidedly subordinate position in its politico-economic
relationship with ‘metropolitan/core’ countries.26
In terms of rugby, there exists a vast disparity between the institutional and socio-
economic structures shaping the sport in Fiji and in the core countries. Fiji’s peripheral
politico-economic position limits the organisational capacity of the Fiji Rugby Union (FRU)
and the life chances of athletes, making the negotiation of their sport and post-sport life
extremely challenging. That is, while Fiji has become a key talent-supplier in international
rugby,27 athletes and their families bear much of the burden of both player development and
career termination. Here, we explore this often-overlooked, less glamorous side of the sport
by illuminating ex-athletes’ experiences of life after rugby and related structural
circumstances. The key research questions driving our inquiry are as follows:
. In what ways do ex-rugby players experience life after rugby?
. What structural and cultural factors shape ex-rugby players’ lives after rugby?
We will address these questions with both empirical/practical and analytical objectives
in mind, to illuminate areas of concern in the existing local and global rugby systems with
regard to the welfare of Fijian athletes; and to shed light upon the local and international
power dynamics and structures that intersect Fiji rugby.
Method
We adopted a qualitative approach that prioritises the lived experiences and voices of
participants, through which we seek to explore the structural forces that mediate individual
lives. As Butt and Molnar observed, ‘life histories . . . give rich evidence about impersonal
and collective processes as well as about subjectivity’.28 Thus, our aim is to arrive at a rich,
in-depth understanding of the ways in which such structural forces are experienced,
interpreted and negotiated by athletes. The primary data for this study were collected
between March 2012 and June 2013 through 16 semi-structured interviews with 12 former
rugby players and 4 key rugby stakeholders in Fiji, recruited via the snowball sampling
method. Six of the former athletes had played on professional club contracts outside Fiji
(henceforth ‘international players’) and six had sought but never secured a foreign club
contract and only played in Fiji (henceforth ‘domestic players’). Of the six former
international players, two had a professional career for more than 10 years, three did so for
3–9 years and one for less than 1 year. None of them settled overseas permanently. Given
the qualitative nature of our research, it should be noted that the aim of this study is not to
achieve a statistically accurate/generalisable description or explanation, but to capture the
complex and ever-changing dynamics of individual athletes’ voices and experiences
through an interpretive approach. The interviews were recorded with the participants’
permission. The interview data were subsequently transcribed and put to thematic coding
guided by the research questions and triangular consensus.29 Interview data will be
presented in intended paragraphs or in inverted commas depending on the length of
quotations.
The International Journal of the History of Sport 1391
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In the following sections, we unfold the economic and sociocultural significance of a
professional rugby career that prompts Fijian athletes’ dedication to and sacrifice for the
sport, followed by an examination of the structural context within which they pursue this
goal. We then explore the realities of their life after rugby, highlighting some of the key
circumstances and challenges experienced by former international and domestic players.
Emerging from their stories is the essential role played by informal cultural support
mechanisms in sustaining athletes both in pursuit of professional contracts and following
the end of their playing career. We examine the importance and the possible decline of
such support mechanisms, which currently fill the gaps left by the structures of
professional rugby. Finally, on the basis of these findings, we argue for the need for formal
support mechanisms for current and former rugby players.
‘Every Kid’s Dream’: Rugby Aspirations of Fijian Youths
Since its introduction in Fiji, rugby has become closely connected with indigenous cultural
heritage. Sanctioned by its long history of association with the traditional chiefly system,
rugby has been regarded as a modern embodiment of the indigenous ideals of masculinity,
martial tradition and Christian spirituality, among other things.30 Beyond these indigenous
cultural underpinnings, rugby is also invested with broader sentiments of national pride
and aspirations. The interim Prime Minister, Commodore Voreqe Bainimarama, has been
quoted describing it as ‘a sport that touches all communities and goes to the very heart of
this nation’.31 Participating and, more importantly, attaining international prominence in
rugby is therefore not just an individual or family matter in Fiji; as explained by a former
professional player, it is an achievement ‘for me as a person but not only that, for my
family, my people, for Fiji as a whole’. Indeed, a distinguished rugby career assumes an
aspect of a service/duty to the nation and, thus, rugby ‘is not just a game; it’s promoting
your country’.
Young Fijian men are therefore almost invariably expected to play and excel in rugby.
As an interviewee expressed, ‘When I grew up, my dad every day kept telling me “Play
rugby to be someone in your life.” In villages, every dad tells his son [this] . . . .’
According to another participant, ‘If you are good at rugby, people respect you. It’s like
you are a chief of rugby. . . . In Fiji, if you . . . get to the national level, you are really well
known . . . You are a god.’ Since the professionalisation of the game, these aspirations
have become associated with professional rugby migration.32 Given the success and the
growing number of elite players contracted by professional metropolitan clubs,
particularly in New Zealand, Australia, France, England and Japan, rugby has rapidly
become one of the few labour migration avenues available to indigenous Fijian men, along
with overseas military deployment and private security services. In a society where 35% of
the population lives in poverty, the economic rewards offered by metropolitan rugby clubs
are perceived to be extremely lucrative. According to the FRU, Fijian players contracted to
top-tier clubs can earn up to £380,000 (F$1.1 million) per year,33 while rugby in Fiji is a
largely non-professional sport offering no monetary rewards other than small payments
made to the national (and some provincial) squad members during camps and tours. Given
the average indigenous Fijian household income of F$10,559 per year,34 the money earned
from foreign club contracts has both individual and community-wide significance, as it can
sustain the athletes themselves and their immediate families, along with benefiting
(directly and/or indirectly) their extended families and communities (i.e. villages). Hence,
those who secure overseas contracts are held in high esteem in their communities and
wider society. One participant explained:
1392 Y. Kanemasu and G. Molnar
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In Fiji, once you go overseas, everything is okay for your family back home . . . So for anyone
in Fiji, to get a contract . . . overseas is to become a household name. People will always talk
about your family.
The contemporary ‘rugby dream’ in Fiji is therefore directly tied to having an overseas
contract. While ‘everyone’s childhood dream is to represent Fiji’, the structural
circumstances of the players’ lives and the sport in Fiji dictate that the sociocultural
prestige of the game has to be matched with economic benefits for themselves and their
kin. Our interviewees explained that their career goal had always been to both represent
Fiji and to secure a professional contract. For some, selection into the national team was
primarily a pathway to becoming part of migratory talent pipelines. As a coach/trainer
explained, ‘Every kid, when you talk to them, the only thing they tell you is, “I need to get
a contract.” “I need to go overseas.” . . . Every kid’s dream.’
Although it may appear ill-advised for young players to focus all their time and energy
on ‘going professional’, many see foreign contracts as a real opportunity rather than a
distant dream. First, the odds of success may not be as unrealistic as one might assume:
while accurate statistical information is unavailable, the total registered player population
of 23,000 and approximately 500 professional players suggest that an estimated 2.2%
(1 out of every 45) of serious players can achieve their dream. It should be noted that this is
likely to be a conservative estimate, since many migrant athletes, especially ‘a huge
number of Fijians playing at lower levels but using rugby as their primary source of
income’, are currently not traced or recorded.35 Fijian rugby players thus have a
considerably higher probability of ‘making it’ than, for instance, the high-school-to-pro
odds of 0.03% for basketball and 0.08% for American football in the USA.36 Second,
many of our interviewees had friends, relatives and acquaintances who had indeed
achieved their ‘rugby dream’. National newspapers abound with stories of young players
securing lucrative foreign contracts. Combined with the absence of comparable – or any –
employment opportunities, professional rugby represents a challenging yet achievable
aim. Therefore, from the standpoint of (especially socio-economically deprived) young
men who see no immediate alternative, the pursuit of the ‘rugby dream’ is not necessarily a
‘misguided’37 endeavour. It is rather a conscious choice based on rational judgement of
their life chances under the existing socio-economic circumstances. An interviewee aptly
puts this in context:
I’m one of the people in Lautoka [the second largest city of Fiji] who watch rugby, the first
game to the last. And I see the amount of talent we have. Sometimes I go back home and pray
and ask the Lord, ‘How come we’ve got so much talent, but we don’t . . . [have material
resources]. After rugby, what do we have?’
Pursuit of and Sacrifice for the ‘Rugby Dream’
Consequently, as our interviewees noted, the pursuit of a professional career becomes
many athletes’ sole focus, dominating their lives and requiring their utmost dedication.
A coach/trainer explained:
One thing I tell the boys is ‘If you go overseas, your talent buys you a house, a car, clothes, and
buys you food.’ When I train the boys, I tell them, ‘If you miss a minute of training, you grow
old by a minute, if you miss an hour, you grow old by an hour, if you miss a day, you grow old
by a day. So while you still have it, you make use of it.’
In their earnest and sometimes desperate pursuit, aspiring players sacrifice many things,
often including formal education. Many serious players exit the education system without
completing secondary schooling, in some cases after Form 4 (Year 10) or earlier, to
The International Journal of the History of Sport 1393
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dedicate more time to rugby. Of our ex-athlete interviewees, only one had a university
degree, and one forsook his university scholarship in order to take up an overseas contract.
Most of the others never completed secondary school education, which appears to be the
norm and even encouraged by some families and teachers. According to an ex-domestic
player who left school after Form 5 (Year 11):
My Form teacher said, ‘You shouldn’t be in school; you should just go and play rugby.’
Because my school work wasn’t good. I was in the papers [for prominent rugby performance].
So the teacher said ‘Just go. You might get something out of it.’
A majority of these players are also unemployed and sustained by their immediate
or extended families, whose financial and moral support enables their training; although
a few are employed in the Police, the Army and the Navy or in the construction industry.
For these unemployed athletes, playing rugby is their primary daily engagement, with
securing a professional career being their single aim in life:
I guess it’s my bread-and-butter thing. I left studies early and started playing rugby. They told
me that you have to get a test debut for Fiji, then you could get a contract. I applied, I applied,
and I applied. I was hoping that one day I would get a contract.
Such determination by the players and their families is also documented by Guinness, who
observes that families support aspiring players by drawing on their stretched resources ‘in
the hope of the “rugby dream” . . . ’.38 Many players lack the resources even to meet basic
needs such as bus fare to reach the training ground; yet, they walk several miles to the
venue every day. Most are not covered by medical insurance and pay their own medical
expenses at times of injury or cope with insufficient (or no) medical attention/treatment.
Aspiring players (and families) thus strive to develop their athletic skills/talent at a
considerable material and physical cost. An interviewee explained: ‘it [rugby] is serious
business, because the end game is the overseas contract’.
During this process of player development, athletes are largely unsupported by rugby
bodies or other institutions until and unless they reach elite level. There is an absence of
consistent institutional career development support for current players, except for the
guidance offered by local clubs, coaches and individual mentors such as older players, ex-
players, and family and friends (which many interviewees cited as their primary source of
support). In the words of a participant: ‘There is nothing [provided] in Fiji. You have to
find your own way!’ Unlike the metropolitan, first-tier unions that are able to draw on
considerable corporate sponsorships and private revenues, the FRU struggles to secure
sufficient sponsorships and IRB/government grants for survival, and has faced a series of
financial/governance issues over the past decades. It has also grappled with local (in-
house), national and international politics, which has impacted negatively on its
operations. The FRU has consequently been unable to sufficiently assist, monitor or guide
grass-roots player development. It provides only limited educational support via the Elite
Player Academy (which consisted of 30 senior-player and 10 junior-player scholarships in
2011)39 and little or no livelihood support (except for the allowances paid to the national
team/Academy players), career guidance/counselling, vocational training or medical
insurance (except in the case of the national team/Academy players) – i.e. what may be
considered part of the essential responsibilities of rugby bodies in the core countries (see
Figure 1).40 While the many thousands who never reach the elite level in Fiji fall
completely outside of the limited central support system, even elite players who attain
national/international prominence receive little assistance in planning/managing their
career. The stakeholders’ attitude, according to one former international player, is: ‘Good
luck. It’s a cruel world out there.’
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Many players thus devote all their time and energy – and thereby sacrificing
education, vocational training, employment and standard of living – to their rugby-
focused quest, with little or no institutional support along the way. One of the key
consequences of this type of player development is that many players are left without
employable skills/qualification or essential knowledge/skills relating to financial
management, health and safety, or career development, which impacts critically on
their own career management and post-career livelihood capacities. It is on the basis of
such high level of sacrifice of masses of athletes that Fiji produces its outstanding elite
players.
Living the Rugby Dream?: Realities of ‘Life after Rugby’
As the existing statistics show, only some of the aspiring athletes achieve the ‘rugby
dream’ and the rest never do. The end of career comes to both groups, however, by way of
injury, contract termination, dropping out, etc., and our interview data suggest
that both groups struggle to cope with their post-rugby life. The FRU holds no
consistent records of or contact with former players, and no form of support currently
exists. An ex-player explained this: ‘Their [FRU’s] concern is right now and the future
of Fiji rugby. . . . For those people who have finished rugby, it’s really just them [ex-
players]. Nobody else is going to help them.’ So what happens to former domestic and
international players in Fiji?
Our interview data show that there are four main employment options for ex-players:
(1) farming, (2) Police/Army/Navy/Prisons employment (in the case of prominent
domestic/international players), (3) self-employment (in the case of international players
who invested their rugby income) and (4) other, non-rugby related employment
(especially if the player is educated/skilled); or they become unemployed. It is important
to note that some ex-players develop financially and professionally rewarding second
careers and identities as coaches, trainers and (most commonly, taxi or property
management) business owners. Some also cultivate fulfilling careers in the armed/
correctional forces. Those with educational/vocational/professional skills and qualifications
Figure 1. Cover picture of Narsey’s To Level the Playing Fields.
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and thosewhoattained international prominence are best placed for these second-career paths.
However, there are also a large number of ex-players who struggle to establish a second
career/identity or even to make a living.
For former domestic players who never attained a professional career, their post-rugby
options are usually limited to farming, alternative (often unskilled and minimum wage)
work and unemployment. The most common choice is farming: ex-players struggle to
sustain themselves and return to farming in their villages. Unemployment is not
uncommon particularly among those who suffered major injury or are without livelihood
skills or formal qualifications. Interviewees spoke of fellow players whose career had been
abruptly ended by a major injury without any form of insurance protection and were facing
long-term unemployment.
Furthermore, while a successful rugby career brings a great amount of prestige, an
‘unsuccessful’ one is often associated with shame and failure:
It’s seen as a failure . . . Because they see you go training and don’t get any outcomes . . .
People abuse them: ‘Just a waste of time’ . . . I’ve seen it . . . There are a lot of good players,
but not all go up to [the professional level]. People say ‘You are not good enough.’ ‘We’re
tired of seeing you’.
This could cause ex-players a deep sense of embarrassment and shame, which, for those
living in urban areas, often motivates them to move to the village:
Most of my friends went back to the village . . . not to be embarrassed . . . Just imagine what it
feels like. You were struggling all your life to reach that [professional career], and you never
made it. How would you feel? . . . They don’t want to face the embarrassment.
Ex-domestic players thus encounter not only extremely bleak employment prospects but
also often humiliation and loss of face – that is, a serious damage to their social integrity
and, in some cases, sense of masculinity. The stakes of the ‘rugby dream’ are high, but the
consequences of failure are often grave and unforgiving.
By comparison, more employment options are open to former international players,
yet they may also face difficult ‘post-rugby dream’ realities. Returning to farming in the
home village appears to be a common choice in this group as well. An ex-international
rugby star explained: ‘Because I was brought up in the village, and I don’t have a good
education background, when I finished rugby, the first thing that came to my mind
was “Just go back to the village.”’ Some who enjoyed international fame today work as
security guards, bartenders or in other unskilled, low-paid jobs. Indeed, due to the lack
of career/finance management skills, major injury and/or generous redistribution of rugby
earnings among kin and in communities, even some former international stars find
themselves without an income or employment. An interviewee described one such ex-
player: ‘One of the world’s best wingers. Played for six years at the highest level . . . Now
he’s got nothing.’ With no formal support or advice available and their only trade lost for
good, some face severe difficulties. One former rugby icon shared his telling story:
After I came back to Fiji, I looked for a job and I could not find any. I was famous in Fiji.
Everybody in Fiji knows me, but [there was no job] . . . That’s why I’m staying home.
Sometimes, I’m . . . thinking about when I represented my country and [that] the Fiji Rugby
Union cannot help us. Starting from then, till now, you [the first author] are the first person to
come home. You’re the first one to ask me [how I am coping]. That’s about 16 years or
20 years. I look at my family, trying to buy dalo [Fiji’s staple food] or cassava. I try to buy
them but can’t . . . That’s why I’m praying to God, for him to one day give me a job to
help me.
Such economic hardships are often compounded by emotional difficulties. One
interviewee recounted a major on-field injury that had changed his career prospects:
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You are lying down and you think. ‘Rugby is all I know. There’s nothing else. I can’t go and
find a good job because I didn’t finish my education.’ That’s the sad thing about it . . . I would
get all these ideas while I was lying down injured, thinking about all that.
For both domestic and international players, such difficulties at times escalate into serious
physical, emotional and mental health problems, including depression, drug, alcohol,
kava41 abuse and marital/relationship crises:
Most people I know find it [end of career] very difficult. Some become a burden. Some people
get involved in what I did, drugs and everything.
A lot of people are very badly affected [by career termination]. I know of one player who
almost had a nervous breakdown . . . All the money and everything, he geared to this [his
career] . . . At the end of that, he didn’t get what he wanted. He was . . . devastated. That’s just
one. There are quite a few others. And it affects them. Definitely . . . deeply.
The foregoing commentary suggests that both professional and non-professional ex-
players encounter a range of challenges in reinventing their careers, identities and lives,
and sometimes even in simply sustaining themselves, financially, emotionally and
socially. In their struggles they have no access to the formal social protection system in
Fiji, which, as in many other peripheral societies, is grossly inadequate. Fiji has a
particularly low ‘Social Protection Index value’,42 even among the Pacific island
countries, with only 22% of the target population covered by social protection
programmes.43 There exist no state unemployment benefits or adequate state (or private)
employment agency services. Ex-players, with no systematic support from the rugby
stakeholders or the state, are left to their own devices, with only informal cultural safety
nets to turn to in coping with post-career challenges.
Significance and Decline of Cultural Support Mechanisms
Our data show that in most cases, families and communities constitute one of the critical
sources of support for ex-players and bear the brunt of sustaining ex-athletes financially
and emotionally. Here, we briefly discuss the roles of kin-based systems of social and
economic cooperation and cultural obligations among indigenous Fijians. Reciprocal
exchange of goods and services anchored in communal values has historically
underpinned cultural practices in Fiji and other Pacific island societies.44 Today, in the
absence of adequate state-established social protection systems, Fijians continue to rely on
informal social protection provided through extended families, kinship and
communities.45 According to Narsey’s survey, 95% of unemployed indigenous Fijians
receive support from their immediate family, relatives and/or friends, whereas 0% cited
state welfare as a source of support.46 Given limited financial, physical and human capital
assets, social capital ‘such as, social networks/ ties, and community/household
relationships’,47 plays a crucial role in reducing the vulnerability of the poor and
unemployed.
In rugby, families play a vital role in financially and emotionally sustaining athletes
during both their development and the post-career stages. Beyond the kin-based social
protection system, formerly prominent athletes also have access to symbolic, if not
financial, capital offered by wider communities, which may give them a sense of reward
and fulfilment. Rugby’s privileged status in Fiji warrants that those who attained national/
international success continue to command high social standing and prestige not only in
their local community but also nationally, regardless of their present professional or
financial circumstances. One of the interviewees described:
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He works as a security guard at [a supermarket]. I was there the other day, and somebody went
up to him and shook his hand and said ‘I saw you on TV.’ He still commands respect. Rugby
holds a special place in people’s hearts, you know.
Another participant explained:
There’s always respect [for well-known ex-players], big-time respect. I think rugby players
are respected more than chiefs and politicians in this country. People have more time for them.
People believe the rugby player. When he says ‘I’m gonna go and play for my country,’
they’re all like, ‘Yeah, you are.’
Some community members offer gifts to former rugby stars in token of their appreciation
of what is regarded as an important service to the nation. Two participants expressed:
By the government and by the FRU, it [the reward for athletic achievements]’s nothing. But
by the people! The people are always good. When I go to the market or something, they say,
‘This is for you.’ ‘Come and have juice or a pineapple.’
If you make it up there [national/international level], if you make a name for yourself, even if
you are no longer playing, when you are walking on the road, taxis will stop and tell you to
hop in, give you a free ride.
However, as Mohanty notes, such ‘safety nets’ of family and community relations are
under increasing pressure today and showing signs of weakening as a result of:
. . . many factors such as a fast growing cash economy, urbanisation, rural–urban migration,
rapid population change, growing poverty and increasing hardships due to economic crises
and frequent natural disasters. The majority of people are under constant fear of losing their
livelihoods due to economic crises, and are unable to meet social obligations.48
Thus, the family/community that has long borne the burden of player development/
retirement may not be able to fulfil this role to the same extent in the future. There are
‘cracks in the wall’. The beginning of a cultural shift may be already weakening the local
safety net on which Fiji rugby has long relied. Indeed, the previous quotes suggest that the
safety nets no longer function effectively in some urban areas and that its consequences
can be tragic.
Fiji’s ‘Disposable Heroes’ in Local/Global Structures
The key issue that has emerged in this study is that the success of Fiji rugby rests on the
sacrifice of many uninsured, unpaid and centrally unsupported athletes who develop their
athletic skills at their own cost and deal with the consequences of their life after rugby on
their own. Formal rugby bodies and structures engagewith (selected) athletes almost only at
the prime of their career and have little to no involvement at grass-roots level and post-prime
stages. The FRU relies on the informal support mechanism for the development of local
talent for its successful international performance and is also entitled to compensation for
the training/development of its registered athletesmoving to overseas clubs.49However, the
Union is unable to invest consistently in the sustainable development of rugby talent or to
fulfil its (ethical, if not legal) obligation of care towards retiring athletes.
Moreover, professional metropolitan clubs, systematically procuring Fijian talent in
pursuit of professional and commercial interests driven by corporate logic, make no
investment in or contribution towards local player development other than the
compensation paid to the FRU for migrant athletes. In line with the IRB guidelines/
regulations, professionally contracted players in metropolitan countries receive medical
and welfare services through their host clubs, unions and/or players’ associations. They
may also be encouraged to access social insurance schemes and educational/vocational
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training opportunities. However, beyond providing such support for contractually
employed athletes, metropolitan clubs/unions do not recompense the local rugby
community – i.e. grass-roots players as well as their families and communities who
finance and facilitate their athletic development – upon which they rely for sourcing
athletic talent. Securing highly skilled players is a major prerequisite for the commercial
success of these clubs that depend on generating high revenues. In this context, Fijian
rugby players represent low-investment–high-return athletic capital, since much of the
necessary financial as well as human investment and social insurance is provided by the
local communities.
Our interviewees expressed their frustration at what they considered the ‘use and
abuse’ of local athletic labour:
Let’s be frank. Players have been used as a revenue generating source. They just know you
when you are at your best. It’s a sad story.
When their time is over, they are treated just like old clothes. You just use new clothes, and
old clothes, you throw them away. That is the way they [rugby clubs and unions] are treating
rugby players.
Because there are a lot of players in Fiji, they [the FRU] just use us – like tools. Like, if you
are not eligible, get another [player]. And most of the players are not well educated. So their
welfare is not good. [In] Most of the overseas teams, players have [University] degrees and all,
so they know their rights. It’s a major setback for local players.
Fijian rugby players’ pursuit of the ‘rugby dream’ is thus embedded in both national and
global structures of athlete exploitation. Individual athletes, families and communities,
who produce some of the finest athletic labour coveted by the national union and
metropolitan clubs/unions, do so at a considerable and sometimes incommensurable cost.
Some individuals, families and communities do receive returns from their investment; yet,
the vast majority only contribute to the creation of a highly competitive sporting
environment and a rugby-centred lifestyle and culture conducive to the production of elite
athletic talent, themselves never making it to the top. They also constitute a ‘reserve army
of athletes’,50 which enables the continued lack of institutional attention or support for
(both professional and non-professional) athletes who can be ‘replaced by another athlete
if they become injured, fail or too controversial for the administrators of their code’.51 The
result of this process is that, when national/international rugby is done with them, both
professional and non-professional players are left to their own devices to reinvent their
lives and to earn a living, and many families and communities today struggle to continue to
bear the weight of this ‘rugby dream’.
The situation of Fijian rugby players presents a typical example of the consequences of
the neoliberalisation of sport. Since its professionalisation, rugby has become one of ‘elite,
organised, competitive, commercial sports’ that revolve around ‘free markets, political
deregulation and privatisation, individual self-interest, and inequality as the foundation for
progress and all forms of development’.52 These principles necessitate the privatisation of
risk and responsibility, which are assumed ultimately by individual athletes in most
Western societies, with some welfare support from their clubs/unions/players’
associations and (albeit declining) state welfare provision. In societies like Fiji that rely
on an alternative cultural support mechanism, such risks and responsibility are transferred
almost entirely to kin and community groups. While the underlying principles are the same
in all societies penetrated by commercial sports and hence the athlete exploitation
discussed here is far from unique, the case of Fiji and other peripheral societies that supply
elite rugby labour is significant for at least three reasons.
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First, it is not only individual athletes but also larger communities that are integrated
into, and indeed subsidise, the existing professional rugby system by absorbing risks
incurred by non-selection, injury, etc., and by bearing (almost all) the cost of elite player
production. This means that a substantial part of the population in Fiji subsidises
commercial rugby by absorbing the deficits of the rugby ‘muscle trade’.53 Second, with the
collective safety-net mechanism weakening as a result of intensifying globalising
influences, the (especially material) well-being of the former, current and future athletes
faces bleak prospects. In the event of further disintegration of the informal support system,
athletes in these peripheral societies, without recourse to formal social protection, would
arguably suffer even greater material deprivation and consequential psychological
distress. Third, the athletes and their communities are subjected to a double structure of
unequal exchange. While the exploitation of peripheral athletic labour by the ‘global
athletic system’ has attracted considerable scholarly attention,54 our interviewees’
accounts call equal attention to the internal, national sport structures. Although those may
not be driven to the same extent by the corporate capitalist imperatives of metropolitan
clubs, they too capitalise on the athletes’ self-sacrifice and community support in response
to the pressures from the ‘competitive reward structures’55 of the international rugby
system and the corporate world that distribute resources according to performance
hierarchy, competition and market values. Connor notes: the ‘exploitation of the athlete
does not need to be a result of the individual, calculated activities of a single actor within
sport’; it is rather a manifestation of the ‘consumer focused, capital driven,
spectacularised, corporatised and marketed sport’.56 Our data demonstrate that
professional rugby exemplifies such power dynamics of sport neoliberalisation, which,
compounded by the historical, politico-economic inequity between core/metropolitan and
peripheral societies, renders the ‘rugby dream’ a highly onerous and consequential pursuit
for many thousands of athletes and families in Fiji.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have explored the realities of Fijian ex-rugby players’ lives. Drawing on
the lived experiences and voices of former players, we have presented an in-depth account
of Fijian rugby players’ pursuit of the ‘rugby dream’ and their ‘post-rugby dream’ realities.
To appreciate the motivation for their devotion to and sacrifice for the goal of attaining a
professional club contract, we have examined the immense sociocultural prestige and
economic rewards associated with a professional rugby career in Fiji. We have also noted
that the athletes’ decision to pursue this goal is based on a rational assessment of their own
life chances and the structural conditions of Fiji. With few livelihood options available to
them, aspiring rugby players make conscious and focused efforts to secure an overseas
contract, receiving little or no formal support or guidance from rugby (or any other)
bodies. In so doing, many forsake formal education, vocational training and employment
to devote themselves to rugby, while they are sustained by their immediate/extended
families. At the end of this process, many are left without livelihood skills, formal
qualification or knowledge relating to finance management, health and safety or career
development.
That is, life after rugby is challenging and offers limited employment options for ex-
players in Fiji. While farming appears to be a popular choice, unemployment is not
uncommon among both former international and domestic athletes. Indeed, former
athletes often face grave difficulties, with even some former international stars struggling
to find work or are in unskilled and low-paid jobs. In addition, ex-players face emotional
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difficulties. Former domestic players in particular face the risk of societal humiliation and
loss of face.57 The prestige associated with the ‘rugby dream’ is a double-edged sword in
that it gives successful players continuing respect from their communities long after their
career is over, but creates a deep sense of embarrassment and shame for those who fail to
make it. The economic and emotional difficulties in some cases escalate into serious
physical, emotional and mental health problems.
In their struggles, ex-players have no access to formal support or guidance from the
rugby stakeholders or the state. The resource-strapped state welfare system is grossly
inadequate and virtually no social security services are available to them. Alternatively,
ex-players’ (immediate and extended) families and communities play a vital role as one of
the few and critical sources of support. The significance of such informal support based on
social and economic cooperation is enormous. In the absence of formal social protection, it
has shouldered the economic and emotional costs of life after rugby. However, as
indicated, this informal support mechanism is beginning to erode especially in urban areas,
and there is evidence that some athletes are already facing severe difficulties as a result.
Fijian rugby players’ lives after rugby exemplifies the consequences of the
neoliberalisation of sport. Professional rugby operates according to the principles of
free markets, deregulation, privatisation and individualism, among other things, and in the
case of Fiji (and possibly other Pacific island countries) transfers risks and deficits of the
‘muscle trade’ to individual athletes, their families and larger communities. By making
little or no investment in player development and no social protection provision, rugby
bodies – both national and international – engage in unequal exchange with the local
communities who absorb these costs and thereby subsidise the operation of commercial
rugby. The struggles of ex-players and their families are the end product of the inequity
inherent in both commercial sport and the core–periphery relations.
Consequently, it would seem pertinent to establish formal, centrally driven support
structures to complement and relieve the informal ones. The rationale for this is two-fold.
First, in light of the predicted erosion of the traditional cultural support system, continued
success of Fiji rugby requires that athletes are provided with adequate centralised
professional and livelihood support. Second, currently the costs of player development/
retirement in Fiji are incurred by individual athletes, families and communities. However,
it should not be the community who ‘picks up the tab’ of player development/retirement;
the FRU and especially metropolitan professional clubs, who benefit the most from Fiji’s
talent development, should share these expenses. This should include the implementation
of the following: education strategy for registered players, regular career counselling for
registered players and for primary and secondary school players, the establishment of a
database of former registered players and their current socio-economic conditions and a
formal social protection scheme for current/former players. The establishment of such
formal support structures would be a first step towards greater equity in the international
rugby system.
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15. FRU, “The Fiji Rugby Union.”
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Men”; and Schieder, “Rugby in Fiji.”
19. Gallagher, “About Rugby”; and Pacific Islands News Association, “Fiji Rugby Union
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20. Gallagher, “About Rugby.”
21. Guinness, “The Rugby Dream,” 13.
22. Hayward-Jones, “Fiji ‘Celebrates’ Independence.”
23. United Nations Development Programme, “Fiji, Country Profile.”
24. Mohanty, “Squatters, Vulnerability and Adaptability.”
25. Fiji Islands Bureau of Statistics, Fiji Facts and Figures.
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33. Fiji Sun, “Rugby Exports Contributes.”
34. Fiji Islands Bureau of Statistics, Fiji Facts and Figures.
35. See note 20 above.
36. National Collegiate Athletic Association, “Estimated Probability.”
37. Njororai, “Challenges of Being a Black,” 43.
38. Guinness, “The Rugby Dream,” 79.
39. FRU, Annual Report 2011.
40. To put this into a global perspective, the English Rugby Football Union, for instance, spent
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rugby in 2012 (Rugby Football Union, 2012 Annual Report), and the Australian Rugby Union
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(F$53.4 million) for high performance/national team in 2010 (Australian Rugby Union, Annual
Report 2010).
41. Kava (or yaqona) refers to the plant Piper methysticum and the drink made from it, which
traditionally has ceremonial/spiritual significance and is today also consumed for social and
recreational purposes.
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